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ABSTRACT

A circuit for detecting the peak of a pulse for pur
poses of reference, or the like. The circuit features a
modified Schmidt trigger which is arranged to

generate a square wave pulse having a leading edge

coinciding with the peak of an incoming pulse from,
for example, a once-around transducer associated with
a magnetic disc memory.

9 Claims, 2 Drawing Figures
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PEAK DETECTOR

stantially precisely coincides with the peak of the signal
pulse. The detection pulse is terminated in response to
the clipped pulse reverting from its predetermined level

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

In numerous applications it is necessary to accurately
determine the peak of a pulse with respect to time. For
example, in a disc pack magnetic memory, a once
around transducer is employed to generate a pulse each
revolution of the disc pack in order to establish a point
of reference from which the rotational position of the
discs can be determined at any given time. In this
manner magnetic read and write heads associated with
the discs may be actuated to magnetically read out in
formation from, or write information on, predeter

toward its original bias and the termination of the dif
ferentiated pulse.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
10

mined locations of the discs. In order that such loca 15

tions be precisely determined it is of course necessary
that the locations of the once around reference pulse
be accurately established. The reference pulses are typ
ically relatively broad with a peak that is not precisely
defined. Accordingly, it is the usual practice to apply
the pulses to a peak detector circuit for generating pul
ses having precise leading edges coinciding with the
peaks of the reference pulses. Heretofore such peak de
tectors have been relatively complex and therefore
overly costly.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

-

FIG. 1 is a schematic circuit diagram of a peak detec
tor in accordance with the present invention, depicted
in association with a stacked magnetic disc memory to
provide a precise reference pulse from which rotational
positions of the discs can be precisely determined.
FIG. 2 is a graphical representation of time coincid
ing waveforms which exist at various points of the cir
cuit of FIG. 1.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED,
EMBODIMENT
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Referring now to FIG. 1 in detail, there is shown a

disc pack magnetic memory 11 including a pack of
coaxially spaced magnetic discs 12 coupled to a drive
motor 13 for rotating same. Pairs of magnetic read and
write heads 14 and 16 are interposed between the discs
adjacent the opposite faces thereof, and such heads are

arranged for selective translation radially of the discs
by conventional indexing means (not shown). The discs
may consequently be rotated and the heads ap
propriately indexed radially to provide access to
predetermined points on the faces of the discs in order

The general object of the present invention is to pro
vide a pulse detector of relatively simple and inexpen
sive design for generating a pulse having a detectable 30
leading edge substantially precisely coinciding with the to write information thereon or read such information
peak of an input pulse.
therefrom. In order that the disc positions may be rota
In the accomplishment of the foregoing and other tionally located, a once-around transducer 17 is as
objects and advantages, a peak detector in accordance sociated with the disc 12 to generate a reference pulse
with the present invention basically comprises a 35 per each disc revolution, the time of occurrence of
Schmidt trigger circuit having first and second com such pulse corresponding to the time the discs are in a
parator input terminals and an output terminal, the cir predetermined rotational position determined by a
cuit being arranged to abruptly initiate a detection notch 18 in the edge of one of the discs passing the
pulse responsive to one of the input terminals being 40 transducer. To accurately determine the disc position it
relatively more positive than the other and terminate is necessary that the location of the peak of the
the detection pulse responsive to the other input ter reference pulse be precisely detected. Unfortunately
minal become relatively more positive than the first. A the reference pulse is typically relatively broad such
clipper is coupled to one of the input terminals and a that the peak is not very precisely defined. More par
differentiator is coupled to the other, and the inputs of 45 ticularly, the transducer pulse is usually of the form de
the clipper and differentiator are commonly connected picted at 19 in FIG. 2. In this regard, the reference
to a signal input terminal for receiving the pulses whose pulse 19 gradually drops from a positive bias level of,
peaks are to be detected. The clipper is such as to clip for example, +5 volts to a relatively blunt negative peak
an incoming signal pulse at a predetermined level and having
a level of, for example, –1 volt.
apply the clipped pulse to one of the input terminals of 50 In order
to detect the location of the peak of the
the trigger circuit. At the same time the differentiator reference pulse
19 there is provided a pulse peak detec
differentiates the signal pulse to apply a substantially tor 21 in accordance
the present invention which
sinusoidal waveform to the other input terminal of the is coupled in receivingwith
relation
of trans
trigger circuit. The latter waveform has an initial peak ducer 17, and will be observed toto betheofoutput
extremely
in one direction which merges with a peak in the other 55 ple inexpensive design. More particularly, the peaksim
direction through a crossover point that corresponds to tector 21 includes a Schmidt trigger circuit 22 which,de
in
the peak of the signal pulse. As a result, one of the the illustrated case, comprises a difference amplifier or
input terminals is made relatively positive with respect level comparator 23 having a pair of input terminals 24
to the other input terminal during the first portion of and 26, an output terminal 27, and positive and nega
the differentiated waveform and is at a relative zero at 60
power supply terminals 28 and 29 which may have
the time such waveform approaches the crossover tive
values, for example, of +12 and -6 volts respectively.
point towards the opposite direction. Consequently, at The
comparator output terminal 27 is coupled by
substantially the instant that the waveform traverses
the crossover point and biases the other input terminal means of resistor 31 to the base of a switching
oppositely with respect to the input terminal to which 65 transistor 32 having its emitter connected to ground
the clipped pulse is applied, a detection pulse in the and its collector coupled by means of a load resistor 33
form of a square wave pulse is initiated at the output of to a bias terminal 34. In the illustrated case, the
the trigger circuit, the leading edge of which pulse sub transistor is of type NPN and a positive voltage of, for
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said second comparator input terminal and
and a detector output terminal, said circuit abruptly in between
itiating generation of a pulse having a detectable lead ground.
5. A peak detector according to claim 1, further
ing edge at said output terminal responsive to said
second input terminal being relatively more positive defined by said trigger circuit comprising a level com
having input terminals defining said first and
than said first input terminal and terminating said pulse parator
second comparator input terminals and having a com
responsive to said first input terminal being relatively parator
terminal, said comparator generating a
more positive than said second input terminal, means positive output
potential
said comparator output terminal
coupling one of said first and second comparator input responsive to saidatsecond
comparator input terminal
terminals to a signal input terminal adapted to receive 10 being at a relatively more positive
than said
input pulses deviating between a continuous bias and a first comparator input terminal, potential
said
comparator
pulse peak level, said means clipping said input pulses
a negative potential at said comparator out
at a predetermined voltage level and applying the generating
put
terminal
responsive to said first comparator output
clipped pulses to said one of said first and second com terminal responsive
to said first comparator input ter
parator input terminals, and a differentiator coupling 15 minal being at a relatively
more positive potential than
said signal input terminal to the other of said first and said second comparator input terminal, a NPN
second comparator input terminals, said differentiator transistor having a base, emitter, and collector, said
applying a differentiated waveform of said input pulses base coupled to said comparator output terminal, said
to said other comparator input terminal having an ini emitter connected to ground, said collector coupled by
tial peak in one direction merging with a peak in the 20 a resistor to a positive power supply terminal, said de
opposite direction through a crossover point coinciding tector output, terminal connected to said collector, and
with the peak of each of said input pulses whereby said resistive féedback means coupling said detector output
trigger circuit generates pulses at said output terminal terminal to said second comparator input terminal.
6. A peak detector according to claim 5, further
having leading edges in time correspondence with said
peaks of said input pulses.
25 defined by said feedback means comprising a second
2. A peak detector according to claim 1, further resistor connecting said detector output terminal to
defined by said means coupling one of said first and said second comparator input terminal and a third re
second comparator input terminals to said signal ter sistor connecting said second comparator input ter
minal being a clipper comprising a diode and first and minal to ground.
7. A peak detector according to claim 6, further
second divider resistors, the anode of said diode being 30 defined
by said clipper comprising a diode and fourth
connected to said signal input terminal and said first re
and
fifth
resistors, the anode of said diode connected to
sistor connecting the cathode thereof to said first com
said signal input terminal and said fourth resistor con
parator input terminal, said second resistor being con necting
the cathode thereof to the first comparator
nected between said first comparator input terminal
input
terminal,
said fifth resistor connected between
35
and ground.
comparator input terminal and ground.
3. A peak detector according to claim 1, further said8. first
A peak detector according to claim 6, further
defined by said differentiator comprising a capacitor defined
differentiator comprising a capacitor
coupling said signal input terminal to said other of said couplingbysaidsaid
signal
input terminal to said second com
first and second comparator input terminals, and a re parator input terminal.
sistor connected between said other of said first and 40
9. A peak detector according to claim 7, further
second comparator input terminals and ground.
defined
by said differentiator comprising a capacitor
4. A peak detector according to claim 2, further
said signal input terminal to said second com
defined by said differentiator comprising a capacitor coupling
parator
input
terminal.
coupling said signal input terminal to said second com
sk
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#
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x:
45
parator input terminal, and a third resistor connected
5
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